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Abstract

communications is that when a mobile host (MH) migrates, its IP address is only valid as the identi cation information but not able to represent the current
location information. To solve this problem, various
researches and developments have focused on how to
integrate the functionality of host mobility into the IP
layer, preserving the compatibility with the conventional IP protocol 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6].
Although these mobile host protocols vary on how
to represent and maintain location information for efcient tracking of MHs, the techniques of using the IP
options and IP encapsulation have been considered.
Typical examples of the rst technique are Virtual Internet Protocol (VIP) 2, 3] and the mobile host protocol using IP Loose Source Routing option 4]. IPwithin-IP (IPIP) 1] and Internet Packet Forwarding
Protocol 6] use the second technique. Even though
the details of these mobile host protocols are dierent,
we consider one representative mobile host protocol for
each technique, VIP and IPIP, to illustrate common
features and problems of integrating host mobility into
the IP layer.
In VIP, the network layer is divided into two layers
the VIP layer resides on top of the normal IP layer.
The VIP packet header is implemented as an option of
the IP packet header. An MH keeps its permanent IP
address used at the VIP layer for its identi cation and
acquires a transient IP address used at the IP layer
for its current location information when it migrates.
If the MH is in its native network, both addresses are
the same. After acquiring a transient IP address, the
migrating MH sends its native network a noti cation
packet whose header contains the permanent and transient IP addresses. As the packet propagates to the native network, every network entity including MHs, mobile support gateways (MSGs), and even intermediate
gateways on the path snoops the header information
and stores address conversion information to a cache.
In the same way, the header information of all data

This paper describes a virtual cell concept for the
transmission of IP datagrams in mobile computer communications. A virtual cell consists of a group of physical cells whose base stations are implemented by remote bridges and interconnected via high-speed datagram packet-switched networks, supporting host mobility at the data link layer. Thus, as far as the IP
layer is concerned, it appears as if the communication
between two mobile hosts in dierent physical cells
were taking place directly as in the same physical cell.
It eliminates the necessity of IP-level protocols for mobility management which may interfere with the conventional IP protocol in a practical sense, and achieves
a logically exible coverage area according to mobility
and data trac patterns among physical cells. Virtual Cell Protocol (VCP) which consists of handover,
address resolution, and data transfer modules is designed based on the distributed hierarchical location
information of mobile hosts. To measure data which
will be used as parameters to a performance model for
the virtual cell, we implement VCP on a simulated environment.
Key Words: Wireless Networks, Mobile Computer
Communications, IP

1 Introduction
As computers become more powerful and portable
with the appearance of high-speed wireless interfaces,
there is an increasing demand on the provision of mobile computer communications in TCP/IP environments. A xed host in internets is always assigned an
IP address which not only serves a unique identi er
used by the higher layer protocols but also represents
the current location of it. An inherent problem from
the transmission of IP datagrams in mobile computer
1

packets in transit is also used by the network entities
to maintain their caches. If the source has the cache
entry for the destination, the source executes address
conversion before sending a packet. The existing routing protocols of the IP layer can then correctly deliver
this packet to the destination. Otherwise, the source
assumes that the destination resides in its native network and sends the packet accordingly. As the packet
traverses to the native network of the destination, if
an intermediate gateway has the cache entry for the
destination, the gateway executes address conversion
and forwards the packet to the current location of the
destination.
Unlike VIP, intermediate gateways in IPIP are not
involved in the support of host mobility but merely
in transport service. The source MSG encapsulates
a network control packet for mobility management or
an IP datagram from an MH into another IP datagram whose source and destination addresses specify
the communicating MSGs, and transmits it over an internet. The existing routing protocols of the IP layer
then correctly deliver it to the destination MSG. Thus,
MSGs consider internets as a full mesh of logical pointto-point links to interconnect them. A mobile network
consists of a number of MSGs, each of which maintains
the location information of its own MHs. Every MH
in the mobile network is assigned a unique IP address
but the network part of the IP address is the same.
When the MH migrates, a forwarding pointer is set
from the previous MSG to the new MSG for location
tracking. If the MSG has no location information for
a speci c MH, it broadcasts the other MSGs in the
same mobile network an inquiry message asking who
has the MH. However, IPIP also requires a transient
IP address when the MH visits a foreign mobile network.
Regardless of which technique is used, the integration of host mobility into the IP layer reveals several
implications. First, underlying networks dier widely
in their network size, bandwidth, protocol, and packet
size so that they or some of them may not meet performance needs for the support of host mobility such as
rapid migration and tracking of MHs. Moreover, because they are usually under dierent administrative
controls, ecient network management and optimization for the global mobile network may not be easy
tasks.
Second, intermediate gateways may cause some performance problems no matter they are involved in the
support of host mobility or not. If they are involved
in, as in VIP, they must be modi ed or replaced to
understand VIP so that the bene t from using ex-

isting internets as transport networks is diminished.
Furthermore, because intermediate gateways have to
snoop every packet in transit to maintain location information, and examine every data packet in transit
to try to perform address conversion, the protocol processing and memory loads at intermediate gateways
may severely aect overall performance. Even in case
that they are not involved in, as in IPIP, because they
usually implement packet switching operation in software, protocol processing time coupled with possible
network delay between multiple hops of IP gateways
may greatly aect cell switching latency.
Third, each physical cell administered by an MSG
is in principle assigned an IP network address because
every MH and intermediate gateway is a network entity in TCP/IP environments. It means that locating
the MH in a dierent physical cell necessitates a dierent network address to represent its current location.
Some undesirable features of IP-level mobile host protocols essentially comes from this fact. VIP requires a
large amount of the transient IP address space which
becomes a very scare network resource as internets are
rapidly growing. IPIP uses one permanent IP address
for each MH but relys on the broadcast inquiry among
MSGs when the location information is not available
by a forwarding pointer, restricting the scalability of
IPIP to a local area.
Fourth, although IP-level mobile host protocols
based on options keep the compatibility with the conventional IP protocol in their speci cations, in a practical sense they may interfere with it because most
existing xed hosts and intermediate gateways do not
implement the IP options and their implementations
to support the IP options may not feasible in the near
future. In addition, the current eorts to provide IP
multicasting protocols and connection-oriented protocols require IP-level mobile host protocols to be compatible.
As high-speed, connectionless, packet-switched networks are emerging to extend LAN-like performance
across a wide area, we believe that they can greatly
aect the support of host mobility in mobile computer
communications. Examples are ATM networks 13] 14]
and Switched Multimegabit Data Services(SMDS)
networks 9] 10] which are subnetworks providing an
MAC service across a wide area in a large interconnected network. To take advantage of these networks,
it is desirable to push the interconnection level of base
stations (BSs) down to the data link layer, supporting
host mobility in a distributed fashion. In Section 2, we
explains the virtual cell concept to solve the problems
of supporting host mobility at the IP layer. The vir-
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Figure 1: The Virtual Cell Concept
tual cell architecture is described in Section 3. Section
4 gives the structure of the distributed hierarchical location information, the detailed procedures of VCP,
and the outline of the VCP implementation. The comparison of VCP with existing protocols and discussion
are given in Section 5, and we conclude with future
works in Section 6.

2 Virtual Cell Concept
Consider the transmission of IP datagrams between
two MHs within a physical cell. Because radio links
provide the broadcast ability, the source can deliver
IP datagrams to the destination using the normal Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) protocol. Thus, the
broadcast ability of radio links itself eliminates the
necessity of locating MHs, resulting in no mobility
management protocols at the IP layer and no modi cations to the normal ARP protocol. To apply the
similar rationale to MHs crossing physical cell boundary, we propose the virtual cell concept, as depicted in
Figure 1.
A virtual cell is a logically extended cell of physical
cells whose BSs are implemented by remote bridges
and interconnected via a base station network. Because remote bridge BSs enable to preserve the interconnection level of physical cells at the data link layer,
the whole virtual cell is assigned an IP network address. In order to make it possible for MHs in a virtual
cell to directly deliver IP datagrams using the conventional IP and ARP protocols, a mobility management
protocol, called Virtual Cell Protocol (VCP), is implemented at the data link layer of BSs. Each virtual
cell is also allocated an ARP/Location server (ALS)
which implements VCP and supports the normal gateway function with other virtual cells or xed networks.
VCP supports handover, address resolution, and location tracking for datagram delivery, based on the dis-
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Figure 2: The Data Path Between Virtual Cells
tributed hierarchical location information of BSs and
the ALS, as described in detail in Section 4.
It should be noted that the identi cation and location information of an MH is represented by two dierent data link layer addresses in the virtual cell, Radio
network MAC (RMAC) address and Base station network MAC (BMAC) address, respectively. Note that
the BMAC address is not only used as the location
information of the MH but also as the identi cation
information of a virtual cell. For example, the SMDS
addresses can be formatted with a similar structure
used for the North American Numbering Plan to represent the geographic semantics. This separation eliminates the necessity of acquiring a temporary address
to represent the MH's current location as it migrates.
In addition, unlike IP-level mobile host protocols, the
IP network address also represents the correct location information of the MH while it moves to a different physical cell in the virtual cell. This is possible
because the whole virtual cell is assigned an IP network address and host mobility is shielded from the
IP layer.
Even when the MH migrates between virtual cells,
the IP network address is still valid as the nearlocation information in the virtual cell environment.
Figure 2 shows the data path from a xed host or
an MH in a dierent network to MH1 which migrates
from its native virtual cell A to virtual cell B to virtual
cell C. Whenever MH1 crosses the boundary of virtual cells, a one-hop forwarding pointer is maintained
from ALSA in its native virtual cell to the ALS of its
current virtual cell, ALSB or ALSC , by the handover
procedure of VCP. Note that the forwarding pointer is
not maintained at the IP layer but at the VCP layer.
When a xed host or an MH in a dierent network
wants to send an IP datagram to MH1 in virtual cell
B or C, the existing routing protocols of the IP layer
correctly deliver it to ALSA . Then ALSA redirects

it at the VCP layer to the corresponding ALS, ALSB
or ALSC , which keeps track of the exact location of
MH1 in its virtual cell.
Thus, every MH resides in its native virtual cell
from the IP layer's viewpoint but practically may reside in an adjacent virtual cell because of a one-hop
forwarding pointer from the native virtual cell to the
current virtual cell maintained at the VCP layer. It
means that the combination of the existing routing
protocols of the IP layer and the forwarding pointer
between virtual cells at the VCP layer gives the same
eect that we have a fully duplicated location information among virtual cells for the global mobile network.
To con gure neighboring and geographically distributed physical cells into virtual cells, the underlying transport network should provide high-speed datagram packet-switched services and the group addressing capability at the data link layer. The exible conguration allows network managers and designers to
customize the logical coverage area of the virtual cell
to their requirements according to host mobility and
data trac patterns among physical cells.
Consider an environment that a number of physical
cells are deployed in a metropolitan area. The cell size
in the urban area is usually smaller than that in the
suburban area in order to accommodate a larger population of mobile users. Even though user mobility is
inherently unpredictable, there could be a high possibility that the daily routine of mobile users is usually
con ned to several physical cells in the urban area.
Because of a relatively small cell and large population
of mobile users in the urban area, it becomes very
important to achieve the fast location tracking of mobile users and the small cell switching latency between
physical cells, mitigating the eect of a large volume
of mobility management information. Thus, the physical cells covering the urban area could be combined
into one or a few number of virtual cell(s) for ecient
mobility management and data delivery. As another
example, we can consider a campus environment consisting of several campuses that are geographically distant. In order to handle both of the intracampus and
intercampus trac eciently, the physical cells covering these campuses can be combined into a virtual cell
in spite of their distance. The same rationale can be
also applied to a business environment where a number of distant companies belong to one organization.

3 Virtual Cell Architecture
Because the virtual cell is a logical concept, the
same transport network may support several virtual
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Figure 3: The Virtual Cell Architecture
cells simultaneously. As shown in Figure 3, there are
two roles of the transport network: base station network and backbone network. The base station network is used to interconnect a number of BSs and an
ALS to build a virtual cell, and the backbone network is used to interconnect among virtual cells and
xed networks. Note that the base station network
utilizes both point-to-point and multicast communications, while the backbone network does only pointto-point communication.

3.1 Base Station Network
The base station network should meet some requirements from two dierent viewpoints:
Application's viewpoint. IP operates under the

assumption that packet arrivals are independent
and unpredictable. If IP is coupled with the
connection-oriented base station network, one
connection establishment and release may be
needed for each individual packet over a xed
link between a pair of BSs. Although a bundle
of packets could be transmitted over one connection by some multiplexing techniques, when
communicating MHs migrate to dierent physical
cells with the connection, the problem becomes
complex and even intractable. In addition, because location tracking has inherently connectionless properties, the base station network should
support the datagram delivery. The current ubiquitous coverage of TCP/IP networks and applications also requires that the base station network
be able to cover a wide area.
Mobility management's viewpoint.

Combined
with the distributed location information of MHs
among BSs, host mobility is a main cause of the
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Figure 4: The Base Station Architecture
inconsistency. In order to maintain the consistency of the distributed location information eciently, the base station network should support
the multicast ability. Furthermore, because the
network control information for mobility management is expected to be greatly increased as the
cell size becomes smaller, the base station network should have high-bandwidth not so as to
aect the normal data trac greatly.
We consider SMDS as an example with these characteristics. Both individual and group addressing capabilities combined with a set of addressing-related
service features (e.g., source address validation, source
and destination address screening) enables to create
a number of logical networks over SMDS. Every BS
and ALS is attached to a Subscriber Network Interface
(SNI) and individually addressed. At the same time,
a group address identi es all BSs in a virtual cell, ensuring that each group address identi es uniquely only
one set of individual addresses. The number of SNIs
to be supported by a switching system is at least 256
SNIs and the future number is up to 4096 SNIs within
a Local Access Transport Area. Considering that the
range of a physical cell is usually 3-5 km in the urban
area or 10-15 km in the suburban area, the capacity
of a very few number of switching systems may be
enough to support base station networking within a
metropolitan area.

3.2 Base Station
The communication architecture in a BS is shown
in Figure 4. The internal port connected to a physical
cell implements an RMAC entity, while the external

port connected to the base station network implements
a BMAC entity. The MAC relay entity translates the
information format between the physical cell and the
base station network. The protocol identi er eld of
both the RMAC and BMAC frame headers is set for
LLC type 1 Unnumbered Information format. For example, the Higher Layer Protocol Identi er eld of
the SMDS Interface Protocol L3 PDU used as BMAC
frames is set to 1. The LLC Service Access Point of
the RMAC frame is set for Subnetwork Access Protocol (SNAP), while that of the BMAC frame is set for
VCP.
The VCP header has three elds: VCP type, VCP
length, and RMAC address. The VCP type is set to
one of ADDRESS, DATA and HANDOVER to specify the address resolution, data transfer and handover
modules of VCP, respectively. Depending on the VCP
type, the information eld of the VCP frame has a
dierent format. The DATA type indicates that the
information eld has an IP datagram, and the information elds for the HANDOVER and ADDRESS types
are given in the next section. The VCP length indicates the length of the VCP header. Note that the
RMAC address is only used with the DATA type.
Each BS maintains a partial location information
of the virtual cell in its Internal Membership Table
(IMT) and External Membership Table (EMT). IMT
keeps track of all MHs currently roaming in its physical
cell. The IMT entry for an MH has two elds, the IP
and RMAC addresses, each of which is used as an identi er but has a dierent role. The IP address is used
as an identi er by the higher network layers as usual,
but the network part of the IP address represents the
MH's native virtual cell to which it initially belongs.
This IP address obtained by the handover procedure
is only needed for fast address resolution, as described
in the next section. On the other hand, the RMAC
address is the other identi er used by VCP for the
support of host mobility at the data link layer. EMT
has a relatively small number of entries for MHs roaming in dierent physical cells of the same virtual cell.
The EMT entry for an MH has three elds, the IP,
RMAC and BMAC addresses, respectively, of which
the BMAC address represents the MH's current network address.
If the source MH wants to send an IP packet to the
destination MH whose native virtual cell is the same,
the source performs ARP and sends the IP packet
using the destination RMAC address. On the other
hand, if the source wants to send an IP packet to
the destination whose native virtual cell is dierent,
the source does not perform ARP and sends the IP
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ARP/Location Server
packet using the RMAC address of its current BS,
which is obtained by a beacon message. When the BS
receives an SNAP/LLC/RMAC frame from the internal port, it checks the Protocol Identi cation (PID)
eld of the SNAP header. If the PID eld is set for
ARP, the ARP packet is sent to the address resolution module which performs Virtual Cell Address
Resolution Protocol (VCARP). VCARP achieves the
IP-to-RMAC address binding for the destination and
also distributes the location information of the source
and destination. If the PID eld is set for IP, the
IP packet is sent to the data transfer module with
the destination RMAC address. If the destination
RMAC address is the BS's RMAC address, the data
transfer module sets the RMAC address eld of the
VCP header to the BS's RMAC address and relays a
VCP/LLC/BMAC frame to the ALS without searching IMT and EMT. Otherwise, the data transfer module keeps track of the destination MH's current location using IMT and EMT. If the corresponding entry is
not found, the data transfer module transmits to the
ALS a VCP/LLC/BMAC frame whose VCP header
contains the destination RMAC address.

3.3 ARP/Location Server
Each ALS maintains Global Membership Table
(GMT) for MHs roaming in its virtual cell, as shown
in Figure 5. The entry format of GMT is the same
as that of EMT. There are two types of frames from
the backbone network for data transfer. One is the
VCP/LLC/BMAC frame redirected from other virtual
cells that maintain one-hop forwarding pointers at the
VCP layer, and the other is the SNAP/LLC/BMAC
frame from xed networks or other virtual cells. The
rst type of frame is sent to the data transfer mod-

ule which identi es the destination BS by searching
GMT with the RMAC address of the VCP header,
and transmits it to the base station network. The
second type of frame is, however, directly sent to the
routing module which extracts the IP packet. If the
network part of the destination IP address indicates
the same virtual cell, the packet is sent to the data
transfer module of VCP where the IP-to-RMAC address binding occurs and a VCP/LLC/BMAC frame
is transmitted to the base station network or to the
backbone network, depending on whether the destination MH resides in this native virtual cell or moved to
another virtual cell, respectively. If the IP packet is in
transit, it is transmitted to the next-hop router.
The VCP/LLC/BMAC frame from the base station network is always sent to the VCP module. If the
frame carries a VCARP packet, the address resolution module performs the IP-to-RMAC address binding with GMT and sends it back to the base station
network. If the frame carries an IP packet with a
BS's RMAC address of the virtual cell in the VCP
header, the data transfer module dose not search GMT
and directly pass the IP packet to the routing module where the next-hop router is determined. Otherwise, the data transfer module searches GMT with
the destination RMAC address and then transmits
a VCP/LLC/BMAC frame back to the base station
network or to an adjacent virtual cell following a forwarding pointer. At the same time, if the destination
MH resides in this virtual cell, the ALS sends to the
source BS a VCARP reply which conveys the destination BMAC address so that the subsequent data
transfer can directly go to the destination BS.

4 Virtual Cell Protocol

4.1 Distributed Location Information
There are generally three dierent ways to distribute location information: centralized, partitioned,
and duplicated. Depending on which way is used to
treat location information, there is a tradeo between
location registration and paging. In a centralized system, a large volume of location updates at one physical site may degrade the network performance significantly. However, the consistency of location information is obtained and simple paging is achieved. A
typical example is the rst generation of mobile cellular telephone systems. In a partitioned system, the
dierent partitions of location information are held at
dierent sites. An example is IPIP where every BS
maintains its local location information and paging is
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Figure 6: The Distributed Location Information in a
Virtual Cell
basically required when two remote physical cells are
involved in communication unless a forwarding pointer
is found. Thus, this approach can alleviate the problem of location registration in the centralized system,
but may need frequent paging. In a duplicated system, on the other hand, the same location information is held at the dierent sites. VIP is an example
where the location information of an MH is held on
several intermediate gateways. Although it can give
an optimal routing path in the normal case, when a
communicating MH migrates, the inconsistent location information may be spread over several intermediate gateways.
In order to support mobility management in a distributed manner, the virtual cell takes advantage of
the distributed hierarchical location information which
involves a combination of partitioning, duplication,
and centralization, as shown in Figure 6. GMT is
partitioned between virtual cells. On the other hand,
IMT is partitioned with other IMTs and duplicated
with GMT in a virtual cell. EMT partially duplicates a part of GMT for MHs in dierent physical
cells in the same virtual cell so that address resolution
and location tracking for data transfer are rst tried
to accomplish among BSs independent of the ALS.
Thus, GMT is only referred in case that they cannot
be solved among BSs.
It should be noted that there is another conceptual
hierarchy above the GMT level. When MH1 migrates
from its native virtual cell A to virtual cell B, forwarding pointers are maintained from ALSA to ALSB to
the current BS at the VCP layer. >From the prospective of the IP layer, however, MH1 is regarded as if
it were in its native virtual cell. Thus, when a remote xed host or an MH in a third network wants to
send a packet to MH1, the existing routing protocols
of the IP layer correctly deliver the packet to ALSA .
Then ALSA traces MH1 using the forwarding pointers. Therefore, the IP network address of a migrating
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MH represents at least the near-location information
of the MH, and when coupled with the existing routing protocols of the IP layer it can give the same eect
that we maintain a conceptually centralized server for
the whole mobile network. If MH1 migrates within a
virtual cell, the IP network address of MH1 gives the
exact location information.

4.2 Impact of Mobility
The location registration due to the handover procedure is a main source of inconsistent location information. To achieve the consistency of distributed
information is not trivial at all and many researchers
have been working on this problem in xed network
environments 15, 16, 17]. In the virtual cell environment, however, host mobility is integrated with xed
networks, which makes the problem even more complex. To solve this problem, the handover procedure
should utilize the multicasting ability of the base station network.
Assuming that the distributed location information
is initially consistent, consider that MH1 moves from
BS4 to BS1 which periodically broadcasts its identity,
as shown in the Figure 7. When MH1 receives a beacon packet, it sends a greeting message containing its
identity to BS1 . BS1 detects the entry of MH1 to
its local cell, deletes its corresponding EMT entry if
exists, and inserts a new IMT entry. Then, BS1 multicasts a location registration message to every BS so
that it maintains the consistent location information
for MH1. However, some BSs may fail to receive the
message due to communication errors and buer overows. The long propagation delay also has the similar
eect as the message loss at a point in time due to mobility. To explore a practical solution, we should begin with the assumption that the base station network
supports the atomic multicasting by using an existing
protocol such as the Trans protocol 17]. The basic idea
of the Trans protocol is that acknowledgements for
multicast messages are piggybacked on messages that

are themselves multicast, using a combination of positive and negative acknowledgement strategies. This
piggyback feature is suitable for the handover procedure because in the steady state, if some MHs move
out then there will be a high possibility that other
MHs move in.
Note that although the atomic multicast is supported, the message loss can still occur if BS1 multicasts the location registration message. Assume that
BS3 failed to receive it and BS4 received it with a
long message latency. Then, the following four cases
can happen when other MHs transmit a message to
MH1 during the process of the atomic multicast:
1. If BS4 has the old location information for MH1,
the message transmitted from MH4 to MH1 will
be lost.
2. If BS4 has the new location information for MH1,
the message transmitted from MH4 to MH1 will
be received.
3. Because BS3 has the old location information
for MH1, the message transmitted from MH3 to
MH1 will be lost or received, depending on what
value BS4 has. If it has the old value, the message will be lost. Otherwise, the message will be
redirected to BS1 by BS4 .
4. Because BS2 has the new location information
for MH1, the message transmitted from MH2 to
MH1 will be received.
>From the above observation, we can see that at
least the previous base station BS4 must have the new
location information for MH1 as soon as possible in
order to avoid a possible message loss or to mitigate
the eect of long message latency.

4.3 Handover Procedure
The new BS informs the previous BS of an MH's
migration using point-to-point communication immediately after detecting the MH's identity so that all
messages received at the previous BS during the handover procedure can be correctly redirected to the new
BS. Next, the previous BS is responsible for maintaining the consistency of the MH's location information
at all BSs using an atomic multicasting. Note that
the ALS is excluded from the multicasting group. If
the ALS is involved, every movement of the MH will
need an access to the ALS and there is no dierence
from the centralized system. However, it may cause
another inconsistency problem between the ALS and
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Procedure
BSs because the ALS may have old location information for some MHs. Thus, the previous BS periodically backups the location information updated during a prede ned time interval to the ALS using pointto-point communication. When an MH continues to
move to dierent physical cells, there can be a redirection chain with multiple hops from the rst BS to
the current BS. However, the chain is eliminated when
the newest location information is received through an
atomic multicasting.
Figure 8 shows a communication model for the handover procedure. For convenient description, we de ne
the following notations where the VCP header information is omitted:
A =) B : : : N : fframeg implies that A multicasts fframeg to B : : : N over the base station
network, where fframeg consists of fsource address, destination address j frame datag.
A ;! B : fframeg implies that A sends fframeg
to B via a point-to-point link.
A

B : fframeg implies that A broadcasts
whose destination is B via radio links.

fframeg

IP(A) implies the IP address of an MH A.
RMAC(A) implies the radio MAC address of A,
where A may be a BS or an MH.
BMAC(A) implies the address of A in the base
station network (BMAC), where A may be a BS
or an ALS.
Consider that MHa moves
from BS2x to BSnx . In addition to its own addresses,
IP (MHa ) and RMAC(MHa), MHa initially keeps
the current base station addresses, RMAC(BS2x ) and
BMAC(BS2x ).
1. BSnx
MHa : fRMAC (BSnx ), broadcast address j
BMAC (BSnx )g
Within a virtual cell.

MHa receives a beacon including BMAC (BSnx) from
BSnx , decides to switch from BS2x to BSnx , and updates its base station address from RMAC (BS2x ) and
BMAC (BS2x ) to RMAC (BSnx ) and BMAC (BSnx ), respectively.
2. MHa
BSnx : fRMAC (MHa), RMAC (BSnx ) j
IP (MHa), BMAC (BS2x )g
BSnx receiving a greeting message from MHa processes
its IMT and EMT using the source address RMAC (MHa)
as a key. If the EMT entry for MHa is found, the entry is deleted and then the IMT entry for MHa is added.
IP (MHa) in the EMT entry is used for fast address resolution, as described in the VCARP section later.
3. BSnx ;! BS2x : fBMAC (BSnx ), BMAC (BS2x ) j
IP (MHa), RMAC (MHa ), BMAC (BSnx )g
BS2x receiving the noti cation of MHa's migration sends
an acknowledgementto BSnx and then processes IMT and
EMT. The IMT entry for MHa is deleted and the new
EMT entry for MHa is added.
4. BS2x =) BS1x  : ::  BSnx : fBMAC (BS2x ), multicast
address j IP (MHa ), RMAC (MHa), BMAC (BSnx )g
Every BS receiving the noti cation of MHa's migration
except BSnx processes its EMT. If the EMT entry for
MHa already exist, the entry is updated.
Between virtual cells. Consider that MHa moves
from BSnx to BS1y . In addition to its own addresses, IP(MHa ) and RMAC(MHa), MHa keeps
the current base station addresses, RMAC(BSnx ) and
BMAC(BSnx ).
1. BS1y
MHa : fRMAC (BS1y ), broadcast address j
BMAC (BS1y )g
2. MHa
BS1y : fRMAC (MHa), RMAC (BS1y ) j
IP (MHa), BMAC (BSnx )g
BS1y receiving a greeting message from MHa detects
from the previous base station address BMAC (BSnx )
that MHa was in another virtual cell. BS1y creates the
IMT entry for MHa .
3. BS1y ;! ALSY : fBMAC (BS1y), BMAC (ALSY ) j
IP (MHa),
RMAC (MHa),
BMAC (BS1y ),
BMAC (BSnx )g
ALSY receiving a location registrationmessage creates the
GMT entry for MHa using IP (MHa), RMAC (MHa),
and BMAC (BS1y ). Then, ALSY knows that BSnx is
a base station in virtual cell X , using BMAC (BSnx ).
4. ALSY ;! ALSX : fBMAC (ALSY ), BMAC (ALSX ) j
IP (MHa),
RMAC (MHa),
BMAC (ALSY ),
BM AC (BSnx )g
ALSX receiving a location registration message updates
the GMT entry for MHa using IP (MHa ), RMAC (MHa),
and BMAC (ALSY ). This entry serves as a forwarding
pointer at the VCP layer if ALSX is the ALS of MHa's
native virtual cell. If it is not, ALSX informs the ALS of
MHa's native virtual cell of MHa 's migration to virtual
cell Y so that a forwarding pointer is maintained from
MHa's native virtual cell to virtual cell Y .
5. ALSX ;! BSnx : fBMAC (ALSX ), BMAC (BSnx) j
IP (MHa), RMAC (MHa ), BMAC (ALSX )g
BSnx receiving the noti cation of MHa 's migration sends
an acknowledgement to BS1y in the reverse direction
and then processes IMT and EMT. The existing IMT

entry is deleted and an EMT entry using IP (MHa),
RMAC (MHa), and BMAC (ALSX ) is added.
6. BSnx =) BS1x  BS2x  :: : BS(n;1)x : fBMAC (BSnx),
multicast address j IP (MHa ), RMAC (MHa),
BMAC (ALSX )g
Every BS receiving the noti cation of MHa 's migration
except BSnx manipulates its EMT. If the EMT entry exists, it is updated.

4.4 Address Resolution
VCARP is designed to get the physical address of
the MH in a remote physical cell of the virtual cell
and should satisfy at least the following three requirements. First, in order to achieve the compatibility
with ARP, VCARP must be shielded from MHs as
if they were in a physical cell. Second, because the
VCARP packet latency can directly aect the scalability of a virtual cell, a distributed address resolution
mechanism should be considered rather than broadcasting or a centralized solution. Third, when an MH
moves to an adjacent physical cell immediately after
sending an ARP request and further moves to another
physical cell, the ARP reply may be lost and then the
ARP request may be repeatedly generated. Hence,
VCARP must also support host mobility.
Figure 9 shows the ARP/VCARP packet format.
The ARP packet follows exactly the same format
as the existing ARP standard and has longer elds
SENDER HA and TARGET HA in order to make it
possible to accommodate the use of hierarchical 64bit E.164 network addresses in radio networks. The
VCARP packet format has an additional 64-bit eld
BASE HA which is used to convey the location information which is expected to be used for data transfer in the very near future. The source MH performs
ARPing only when it resides in its native virtual cell
and the destination MH belongs to the same native
virtual cell. Otherwise, it directly transmits IP packets without ARPing.
The procedure is the same
as in the normal ARP. The same ARP request/reply
packet formats are used where an 8-bit hardware address length eld allows to accommodate arbitrary radio network addresses. The IP protocol of the source
MH checks the destination IP address with its address
resolution table. If the address binding is successful,
the source MH uses the RMAC address to transfers
datagrams. Otherwise, the source MH broadcasts an
ARP request. As soon as the destination MH receives
the ARP request, it responds with an ARP reply that
includes the requested physical address of the destination. At the same time, the BS that received the ARP
Within a physical cell.
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Figure 10: The VCARP Flow Diagram
request searches IMT and knows that the destination
MH is in the local physical cell so it discards the ARP
request.
Figure 10(a) shows the ow
of messages when MH1 broadcasts an ARP request
to get the physical address of MH2 and it is resolved
at BS1 . BS1 that received the ARP request searches
its EMT. The EMT entry for MH2 already contains
its physical address and BS1 directly sends an ARP
reply within the physical cell. At the same time, BS1
sends a VCARP reply to BS2 . Then, BS2 transforms
the format of the VCARP reply to that of the ARP
reply by stripping out the eld BASE HA and broadcasts the transformed ARP reply in its local cell. This
VCARP reply also conveys the location information
of MH1 to BS2 through the eld BASE HA which

Within a virtual cell.

contains the network address of BS1 . Then, BS2 creates an EMT entry so that MH2 can directly transmit
data to MH1 without any additional address resolution in the near future communication. It is based on
the observation that computer communication is usually bidirectional if MH1 has some reason to talk to
MH2, then MH2 will probably have some reason to
talk to MH1.
Figure 10(b) shows the ow of messages when the
address resolution is accomplished at the ALS. BS1
sends a VCARP request to the ALS because it has
no entry for MH2. Then, the ALS sends a VCARP
reply to BS1 after resolving MH2's address binding
using GMT. At the same time, the ALS also sends
BS2 a VCARP reply with the same reason as in the
above case. The location information of MH1 and
MH2 is also conveyed via both VCARP replys to establish a logical bidirectional link between them. Now
we describe the support of host mobility in VCARP.
Consider the case that MH1 requested an address resolution to send datagrams to MH2 and then moved to
a third BSn before the VCARP reply is arrived. By
the handover procedure, BS1 knows that MH1 currently belongs to BSn . As soon as BS1 receives the
VCARP reply, it redirects the packet to BSn .
For the transmission of packets between virtual cells
and xed networks, we have already described in the
previous sections. This section deals with the packet
transmission within a physical cell and within a virtual cell. Let BSij denote the i-th BS of virtual cell
j in Figure 6, where i = 1 : : : n when j = A and
i = 1 : : : m when j = B. We assume that MHij belongs to BSij and Mx initially belongs to BS1A . We
also assume that the address binding is achieved by
VCARP.
physical cell.
Consider the case that
MH1A wants to send a packet to MHx. By the address resolution protocol, MH1A knows the RMAC
address of MHx and directly broadcasts the packet to
it. BS1A knows that MHx resides in its physical cell
by checking IMT using the RMAC address of MHx as
a key, and discards the received packet.
Within a

Consider the case that MHx
moves from BS1A to BS2A and each of MH1A, MH2A,
and MHnA wants to send a packet to MHx. By the
handover procedure, a forwarding pointer is set from
BS1A to BS2A at the EMT entry of BS1A and the
packet from MH1A is correctly delivered to MHx by
Within a virtual cell.

the forwarding pointer. The packet from MH2A is directly delivered to MHx and BS2A discards it because
the IMT entry for MHx is found. The delivery of the
packet from MHnA has three cases. If the EMT entry for MHx is found before the completion of BS1A 's
multicasting operation, the packet will be delivered to
BS2A via BS1A . If the EMT entry is found after the
completion of its multicasting operation, the packet
will be directly delivered to BS2A . If the EMT entry
is not found, the rst packet from MHnA will be delivered to BS2A through the ALS. At the same time,
the ALS generates a VCARP reply in order to have
BSnA learn that MHx is currently belongs to BS2A .
It makes it possible to directly transfer the subsequent
packets following the rst one to BS2A without going
through the ALS repeatedly.

4.6 VCP Implementation
The virtual cell is implemented as a distributed application that uses TCP/IP as a transport mechanism.
There are ve types of distributed network component
processes, each of which corresponds to a network entity in the virtual cell: mobile host process, physical
cell process, base station process, base station network
process, and ARP/Location server process. The physical cell process simulates the broadcast ability of a
physical cell while the base station network process
simulates a full mesh of logical point-to-point links
with the multicast ability. Both are implemented as
servers and the other processes are implemented as
clients. The mobility and data trac are generated at
the mobile host process. When a client process is initiated, the user de nes a simulated IP address, the destination machine and protocol port number of the corresponding server process(es). Because the socket address structure contains an internet address and a protocol port number to identify a communication endpoint between a TCP connection, the <IP address,
port number> pair is used as an RMAC or BMAC
address of a client process. The purpose of this implementation is to demonstrate the correct operation of
VCP and measure data including the protocol processing time of the VCP layer at a BS and an ALS, which
will be used as parameters to a performance model for
the virtual cell in the future research.

5 Comparison and Discussion
Figure 11 summarizes the characteristics of the virtual cell and compares with IPIP and VIP. The gure also includes Cellular Packet Switch (CPS) 7, 8]
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Figure 11: Comparisons of the Virtual Cell With
Other Networks
which is designed for digitized voice and data services
in personal communications. The basic idea of CPS is
to interconnect BSs with high-bandwidth Metropolitan Area Networks based on the IEEE 802.6 standard
and support mobility using the virtual circuit packetswitching technique.
When considering the ubiquitous coverage of
TCP/IP networks and applications, the virtual cell
has several advantages against IP-level mobile host
protocols. Because the virtual cell uses a underlying
datagram network to interconnect BSs and to form
exible coverage, the diculties arising from diverse
underlying networks can be avoided in terms of the
performance of mobility management function and the
complexity of network management function. Moreover, because the virtual cell is a logical cell and the
bridge function is usually much faster than the gateway function, it is possible to increase performance
signi cantly if we can properly engineer the deployment of virtual cells so that the intra virtual cell trac
is as much larger than the inter virtual cell trac as
possible. Preserving the interconnection level of BSs
at the data link layer also makes it possible to shield
host mobility from the IP layer, and using the base
station network address as a contact point of an MH
makes it possible to avoid acquiring a temporary address by some kind of local utilities whenever the MH
migrates. Thus, the problems of interfering with the
conventional IP layer and of reserving a large amount
of IP address space for location information can be
solved.
There are two major issues related to the performance of VCP. Within a virtual cell, a BS rst tries
to perform address resolution and data transfer locally
without the intervention of the ALS, based on its two

membership tables, IMT and EMT. Thus, the hit ratio of the EMT search directly aect the degree of
referring to the ALS when remote MHs in dierent
physical cells are involved in communication. This issue directly addresses the size and update scheme of
EMT and also closely related to the IP trac and host
mobility pattern. A number of research results on the
internet protocol trac analysis in xed network environment reveals that certain hosts communicate more
with one another than with other hosts 19, 20, 21].
Even in the virtual cell environment, the locality of
destination hosts can give an important implication
for each of the address resolution and data transfer
functions. A small ARP cache at each MH can greatly
reduce VCARP trac within a virtual cell and then
address resolution should not severely burden the size
of EMT. If we do not consider host mobility, the locality property also means that data transfer does not
severely burden the size of EMT. When considering
host mobility, the update scheme of EMT could be
rather important if we can properly deploy virtual cells
based on mobility and trac patterns among physical
cells.
The other issue is the amount of multicast trac
among BSs, which is generated only by the handover
function of the virtual cell. Because the multicasting
ability is supported by switches in the base station
network, each BS is not related to the load of generating the multicast trac, and the bandwidth usage
of the base station network is aected by it. The relatively short length of the handover message should not
severely aect the high-bandwidth base station network. This should be addressed quantitatively based
on mobility models.

6 Conclusion and Future Works
We have presented a new network infrastructure for
the transmission of IP datagrams in mobile computer
communications. With the virtual cell concept, physical cells are grouped into larger logical cells where host
mobility is shielded from the IP layer. It eliminates
the need of IP-level protocols for host mobility within
a virtual cell and provides the exible coverage area
that can be properly engineered according to host mobility and data trac patterns among physical cells.
In order to achieve this concept, we have described
the virtual cell protocol which consists of handover,
address resolution, and data transfer modules, based
on the distributed hierarchical location information.
We are developing a performance model of the virtual
cell to capture protocol processing loads at the base

station and ARP/Location server and scalability in
terms of the number of physical cells. Based on the
analysis, we will deal with how to deploy virtual cells
to minimize the total cost of tracking mobile users in
a given environment.
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